Intended Parent Stipulation Agreement, EDI

We, __________________ and __________________ the Intended Parents (“IP”) stipulate and agree with Embryo Donation International (EDI) as follows:

1. We have engaged EDI to assist us in matching us for a gestational or conventional (circle one) surrogacy under Florida law and providing the medical services necessary to affect same. If not for the assistance of EDI, we would not have been matched to work with each other.

2. We acknowledge that EDI has expended considerable resources in matching us with a surrogate for this surrogacy by publicizing such availability and determining our compatibility - physically, socially and emotionally and has provided referrals to other professionals (lawyers, mental health professionals, etc.) to assist us.

3. As consideration for EDI’s assistance we agree that should we, for any reason, decide not to use EDI to provide us the medical services to facilitate this surrogacy, we shall not work with the matched surrogate in a surrogacy with another medical provider.

4. This Agreement does not restrict either the IP or surrogate from acting separately in such capacity with another medical provider(s).

5. This Agreement shall be enforceable by injunction or restraining order with reimbursement to EDI for attorney fees and costs.

6. This Agreement shall be subject to Florida law with venue in Lee County, Florida.

__________________________  __________________________  __/___/___  
Intended Parent (Mom) Sign  Intended Parent (Mom) (print)  Date

__________________________  __________________________  __/___/___  
Intended Parent (Partner) Sign  Intended Parent (Partner) (print)  Date

__________________________  __________________________  __/___/___  
Office Personnel Signature               Office Personnel Name (print)   Date
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